The importance of the religious thinking developed in ancient Israel is generally recognized, but there is something like a consensus that secular learning there was rudimentary. P. DupontSommer's judgement, contained in his chapter in R. Taton's wellknown reference work Ancient and Medieval Science I (London, 1963) , pp. 124ff., is probably still fairly representative:
Israel's science was largely that of her neighbours, and Hebrew geometry in particular was extremely rudimentary, and applied exclusively to practical problems, though with considerable skill. Yet there remain some doubts. Israel and Judah were states of a political and military rank not inferior at times to that of their more important neighbours in the Syro-Palestinian region: this implies that the tasks facing those in charge of practical affairs in peace and war must have been varied, considerable, and at times quite sophisticated, requiring proficiency in mathematics, engineering, and other sciences. This would in turn suggest that such people must have had a corresponding theoretical and practical training, and one may ask whether this was really so inferior to that given to trainees to the scribal class elsewhere, which included scientific subjects.' 1
Because of lack of evidence no comprehensive answer, positive or negative, can at present be given to this question. However, there is one facet of ancient Israelite material culture, namely architectural planning, where archaeology has by now made a respectable amount of data available which have been made the object of study. 
